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For over a year now, I have had the privilege to work on unique projects within the green 

hydrogen and ammonia sectors. This experience has led to many learnings and a greater 

awareness of the vast opportunities for renewable energy beyond the traditional electricity 

industry. As a result, I am genuinely enthusiastic and excited about a sector of the clean energy 

industry, in which I knew very little about prior to 2019. Despite the current concerns about the 

global health crisis and a difficult economic recovery that lies ahead, I am optimistic that the 

green hydrogen and ammonia sectors have a bright future! 

Energy carrying molecules have long served as the productive means of low-cost energy transfer. 

Global demand to replace carbon intensive energy is creating opportunity for hydrogen and 

ammonia molecules to reduce CO2 emissions. Advancements in the electrolysis process, 

combined with competitive renewable energy pricing, will lead to significant growth in the use 

of green hydrogen and ammonia as a zero-carbon solution. 

To achieve international net zero targets, decarbonization of the aviation, shipping, heating, 

chemical and metal production sectors is essential. Renewable electricity has made great strides 

in recent decades, however significant ‘green’ advances within these industries are required to 

meaningfully reduce worldwide carbon emissions. Hydrogen and ammonia are feed stock in the 

creation of industrial goods and can replace carbon fuels in transportation. The wind and solar 

sectors will be part of the transformation and regions with rich renewable resources will be well 

placed to capitalize on this new opportunity. The transition from the status quo will not occur 

overnight, but it has started and will continue to build momentum. Around the world there is 

evidence of sizable investment into new initiatives related to the green hydrogen and ammonia 

sectors. 

As alluded to above, one of the key drivers in the production of competitively priced green 

hydrogen is sourcing low-cost renewable energy. Throughout North America, there are many 

shovel ready renewable energy projects that are stalled in development due to lack of offtake 

(revenue) certainty or issues related to timely interconnection availability or access. Green 

hydrogen and ammonia facilities  have the unique potential to resolve the commercial contract 

and grid constraints that hinder many renewable energy developments. The facilities utilize 

existing technologies to produce green hydrogen, via electrolysis, bringing the unique 

opportunity to marry variable renewable generation with the variable production of hydrogen. In 

many cases it is feasible to co-locate the facilities with renewable energy projects to maximize 

cost savings and project efficiencies. 

The opportunities for green hydrogen and ammonia are immense. Applications include long 

duration energy storage, ammonia powered shipping vessels, green aviation, fuel cell powered 

vehicles, feed stock for fertilizer production as well as industrial utilization (ex: steel and cement 

production). Hydrogen can also be converted to ammonia for long haul transport, which is a 
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more efficient transport vector due to molecular structure. Once the product arrives at the final 

destination it can be used as ammonia or ‘cracked’ back into hydrogen, depending on the unique 

needs of the offtaker. 

These unique facilities also have the potential to support existing grid infrastructure by providing 

ancillary services. The flexibility of the production process allows these systems to act as a 

flexible load, absorbing excess generation during periods of grid saturation or instability. 

Green hydrogen and ammonia developments will play a large role in decarbonizing energy of the 

future.  As facilities are built out over the coming decades, a massive amount of renewable 

electricity will be required, leading to further growth in the wind and solar sectors. The 

momentum is clearly building, and I am excited to advance additional opportunities that will 

facilitate further low-cost wind and solar development throughout North America and beyond. 

 


